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Solomon and Chaiken (I) have attempted to show that the 
tectonic response, or lack thereof, of the moon to thermally in- 
duced changes in the radius provides a critical boundary condi- 
tion for thermal models. They suggest that the radius change of 
an initially totally molten moon is too large to be acceptable 
and that the maximum change in the radius of the moon since the 
end of the intense early meteorite bombardment is41 km. We find 
that both of these suggestions are incorrect. 

Solomon and Chaiken (1) calculate that the gadius of the 
moon should have decreased by 16 km since 4.6~10 years ago if 
it were initially totally molten. This value is far larger than 
the 1 km they use as a maximum radius change. In order to satis- 
fy this condition, they suggest that only the outer 200A100 km 
of the moon was totally molten (via accretional energy) and that 
the deep interior was initially cool (4500'~). In this model, 
the radius change due to contraction of the cooling outer 
200 km is just offset by that due to the expansion of the in- 
terior as it heats up. 

In contrast, the decrease in the radius of an initially 
molten moon which ye discuss in detailelsewhere (2) is 5.4 km 
in the last 4.5~10 years. The factor of 3 difference between 
our results and those of Solomon and Chaiken is due to the fact 
that, unlike our model, the thermal models of an initially mol- 
ten moon they apparently used (e.g. Fig. 7 of Toksoz and Solomon 
(3)) do not match any of the thermal boundary conditions known 
for the moon. Their models are too cool to account for the low 
Q zone of the deep interior (4) and to match the temperature 
profile derived from the magnetic data ( 5 , 6 ) .  F'urther, they do 
not have supersolidus temperat~res~in the upper mantle 
(60 $d&200 km) between 3 and 4x10 yems ago as required to 
account for the duration of the mare basalt epoch (7). Since 
such models do not realistically model the thermal history of 
the moon, they can not be used to calculate the change in its 
radius. 

While the 5.4 km decrease in the lunaf radius we find for 
an initially molten noon is small (3.1~10- R), it is still a 
factor of 5 greater than the limit suggested by Solomon and 
Chaiken. However, this limit is incorrect and is based on an 
erroneous interpretation of the work of Strom et al. (8); the 
arguments are as follows. 

Long lobate scarps, up to 3 km high, were photographed on 
Mercury by Mariner 10 (8). Based on this observation, Solomon 
and Chaiken (1) argue that, since similar large scale tectonic 
features are absent on the moon and since, "... Stsom et al. (8) 
estimated that the planet (Mercury) decreased 1-2 km in radius 
since the period of heavy surface bombardment ...", then "The 
amount of contraction or expansion indicated by possible fault 
features on the moon is negligibly small, and must certainly be 
less than the 1 km indicated for Mercury ...*. This is an 
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apparent misunderstanding of the results presented by Strom et 
al. ( 8 ) ,  whose actual concluding statement is ".... the radius 
of gercury has probably de~reased by a (sic) least a factor of 
10- but not more than 10- ." These values correspond to 
2,5<AR<25 km. The upper limit is apparently an intuitive guess 
since it is not substantiated in the main discussion. However, 
thejlower limit is derived in detail and it is clear that the 
10- value is a very conservative lower limit. The substance of 
their discussion is as follows. 

Numerous lobate scarps with lengths from 20 to over 500 km 
and with heights from a few hundred meters to 3 km are found on 
the 25% of Mercury photographed by Mariner 10 under good light- 
ing conditions. These scarps are co~sidered to be surface ex- 
pressions of thrust faults (dips45 ) .  The offsets are difficult 
to estimate; in those cases where the scarps cross crater w.,.a 
horizontal displacement of less than about 5 km, or a shortening 
of 20% for a 30 km crater, would be difficult to detect because 
of the rim irregularities inherent to large crater." (8). Thus, 
the dip angle can generally not be determined. There is, how- 
ever, one case where a 10 km displacement has been esgablished 
(see Fig. 15 in (8)) which implies a dip angle of(17 if the 
vertical displacement (which is not given) were the 3 km maxi- 
mum given by Strom et al.. Nevertheless, Strom et al. make a 
conservative (from the standpoint of the calculations they 
subsequently sake) edtimate that the dip angles of the thrust 
faults are 25 to 45 . Theyathen calculate the total amount of 
crustal shortening (Ain km ) caused by the observed faults 
using the following formula:Q=LV/tane, where L is the total 
length of scarps observed, V is their average vertical dis- 
placement, and 8 i s  the dip angle. In their calculations, Strom 
et al. take L as 15,150 km (and correct for the fact that the 
observations are limited to 23.8% of the surface). While V 
varies from 0.5 to 3 km for measured scarps, "... a conserva- 
tive value of 1 km is tagen as tQe average vertical displace- 
ment;" (8). Values sf 25 and 45 are used for 8 .  Based on 
these values, Strom et al. derive a minimum radius change of 
I to 2 km for Mercury since the h e a v m r d m e n t  ended. How- 
ever, they stress both in their discussion of the scarps and in 
the discussion of the computed radius change that the estimates 
of the number and lengths of the scarps are minimums due to the 
distruction of scarps by later cratering and volcanic flooding 
and the difficulty in detecting scarps due to adverse lighting 
and viewing conditions found even in the 2496 Mercury mapped. 

While we agree with Strom et al., that their conservative 
approach in estimating the possible change in the radius of 
Mercury is proper, we do not agree that it is valid for Solomon 
and Chaiken to take a very conservative estimate for the radius 
change of Mercury and use it as a hard upper limit for the moon. 
First, a nonconservative estimate of the minimum radius han e 4 sf Mercury, using the Strom et al. data, (3x10- R). 
This value is derived &h V4.5 km, i.e. essengially the mean of 
the maximum and minimum observed values,8=17 as derived above 
for the maximum dip angle for the one case quoted by Strom 
et al. (8) where the horizontal displacement of a scarp could 
be determined and allowing for a minimum of 25% underestimation 
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of L due to the detectability difficulties discussed by Strom 
et al.. Second, there is certainly no evidence to support the 
conjecture that any observed tectonic displacement of the sur- 
face is directly proportional to a radius change. Such a direct 
proportionally precludes any deformation of the curst due to 
creep or elastic processes. Thus, the mercurian scarps may have 
formed (if they are due to a radius change) only after a con- 
siderable radius change had been taken up by creep or elastic 
changes in the crust. 

Thus, we agree with the Strom et al. statement that the 
minimum decreas in the2mercurian radius lies somewhere between 
m r  of lo-' to 10- R. Then. if the tectonic resDonse of 
the moon to changes in radius were the same as for ~ircur~, the 
lack mercurian type scarps on the moon would indicate that the 

er limit of the decrease i the lyar radius would be some- 
-en a factor of lo-? to 10- R or 1.7 to 17 km, not 
51 km. The above quoted radius change for an initially totally 
molten moon lies well within these poorly defined limits. 
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